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Background

• Small school with three distinct subject areas

• Large proportion of students on placement for much of 
the time

• Introduction of new programmes led to sudden growth 
and change in student profile: more campus-based

• School estate under-sized for student and staff numbers: 
very few physical spaces for people to gather

• Consistently poor scores for ‘Academic Community’ on 
PTES



Communications 
Between Staff

A blizzard of email relating to L&T matters 
(and everything else)

Little engagement from staff in consultation 
and decision-making processes

Simultaneously a feeling of being excluded 
from decision-making processes

Formal committees providing sole forum for 
discussion and information-sharing



PDAN

Programme Directors’ and Administrators’ Network

Meeting 6-weekly during semester

Briefings and updates

Consultations and proposal developments

External and internal speakers and facilitators



Successes

Role descriptors which led to school agreement 
to recognise programme director role in the 
WAM

Consensus on support for lecture recording

Directly informing the school plan

Genuine cross-fertilisation of ideas between 
subject areas



Challenges

• Attendance, especially academic staff
• Planning and marketing to over-busy people



Let’s Gather

• A clear need to develop a sense of 
community for and between students 
and staff

• Programme of different events across 
the year

• Effective communication and branding
• Sustainable and deliverable



Student Experience and Communications 
Intern – Employ.ed on Campus

• Generate ideas, research examples of best practice

• Develop action plan for communications and events 
staying within budget

• Design and develop a portfolio of promotional materials

• Deliver a Let’s Gather event during the summer



Student 
Experience and 
Communications 
Intern –
Employ.ed on 
Campus

“finding ways to make people happy, interested and 
supported”

Networked with colleagues across the School, and at other 
Schools and central services

Surveyed students on how they felt about the student 
experience within the School of Health in Social Science 
exploring what type of events are needed and would be 
popular

Proposed and partially organised a schedule of events



Let’s Gather – Coffee and Cake



Let’s Gather – Therapets, We’re All Mental 
and Festive Celebration



Let’s Gather – this semester



Exceptional Student Awards – InspirED Funding



Successes

• Good attendance at all events – waiting 
lists needed!

• Students coming forward for InspirED 
funding with their community building 
ideas and events

• Students using the social space more for 
informal study and socialising

• A better visual presence around the 
School communicating the different 
events taking place



Challenges 
and what’s 
next?

Slowly increasing staff presence at events 
– when should events take place

Resources – time and financial – where 
should events take place

How to maintain interest and a continued 
creativity in events to be delivered

Evaluation



Questions?

Emily Gribbin, Head of Student Administration 
(emily.gribbin@ed.ac.uk)

Emily Taylor, Director of Learning and Teaching 
(emily.taylor@ed.ac.uk) 
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